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A Numerical Study of the Airflow Over Irregular Terrain

by Ytzhaq Mahrer and Roger A. Pielke 1)

Department of Environmental Sciences, University of Virginia Charlottesville, Virginia 22903, United States

Abstract: A hydrostatic, three-dimensional primitive equation model, which includes topography and a
detailed boundary layer parameterization, has been developed to simulate the tropospheric flow over irregular
terrain. Atmospheric heating due to long and short wave radiation as well as a surface heat budget equation
are included. Calculations are performed with initial climatological data for the island of Barbados and the
area of White Sands Missile Range in New Mexico. Results show the terrain effects on mountain and valley
winds and the influences of terrain irregularities on the development of convergence and divergence zones.
Also, the predicted diurnal variation of surface temperatures as a function of elevation and aspect agrees
favorably with observed distributions.
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1. Introduction

The problem of airflow over a mountainous region has been studied intensively in the past 30
years by linear and nonlinear models. One of the fust linear models was presented by QUENEY (1948). He
was able to obtain some of the Qbserved features of airflow over mountains in a simple two dimensional,
one-layer model. SCORER (1949) applied QUENEY's equation to separate layers characterized by different
critical wavelengths. With the development of high speed computers several investigators (e. g. HOVERMALE
(1965), FOLDVIK and WURTELE (1967), DEAVEN (1974), ANTHES and WARNER (1974) and MAHRER
and PIELKE (1975, 1976) have obtained numerical solutions for the time dependent equations which
include nonlinear effects. The latter investigators have extended their calculation to include a diurnal
heating cycle at the ground surface.

The purpose of this paper is to study the combined terrain and thermal forcing on a basic flow. The model
is first integrated to a steady solution under a constant flow where the forcing mechanism is the topography
alone. Land surface temperature is then calculated from the heat budget equation using a Newton-
Raphson iteration technique. Radiative cooling/heating of the atmosphere is also included, as it plays an
important role in diffusing atmospheric energy in the case of calm winds. ANTHES and WARNER (1974)
showed that the height of the upper-pressure surface has little effect on the low level flow even when it
was set as low as 500 mb. Based on their results we set the initial upper boundary at 10 kIn, since our
prime interest was the lower atmosphere.

2.

The Model

The model presented in this paper is based on the, authors' previous study (1976) with some of
the changes, especially in the boundary layer parameterization, described in detail by PIELKE and

~fAHRER (1975). As in our previous study the basic equations of motion, continuity and heat are
transformed into a terrain following coordinate system (x, y, z*, t) where z* = s(z -zG)/(s -zG). S is the
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initial height of the top of the model, s the material surface top of the model (initially s = s) and zG the

ground elevation above sea level. The equations in the new coordinat~~ system are given below:

du arr z* -S azG z* as
=fv-tVg-(J -+g (1)ax ~-g~ ~

-
dt s

au

dv
dt

a1T-0-= -fu + rug ay
z* -8 azG z* as

~ ay-gT ay+g (2)

a( av)+ ay KH ay ,

2

~ =(-~ ) -2- ( () ~ ) J!. ( ~ ) + i>.-( ~ )dt s- ZG oz* Kz oz* + ax KH ax oy KH oy , (3)

(4)

(5)

a1T S -ZG
and -=- -g/O

az* S (6)

p .) R/cp
(7)where 1T = Cp -

POOl

aZG.u~~+u ~+v~
at ax ay (8)~ )+V ay

z*-g
+s-=-zz

d -and dt -
a a a

+ u -+ v -+ w*
ax ay

a
az*'

-
at

An additional equation for the free surface is obtained by integrating, (5) from 7.* = 0 to z* = s with the

boundary condition w* = 0 on both surfaces:

s

J
0

~=_l
at s

(9)

For the soil layer we have

aTs'
Ks -a;.

aTs a---
at -az

where Ks is the soil heat diffusivity.
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Boundary Layer3.
The vertical exchange coefficients in the surface layer are given by

K~(z*) = ko~z*/<t>m(~)

K~ (z*) = K~ (z*) = ko u*z* /<1>H (~).

OU~L* = k~..here ~ = z*/L*, with

Tht expression for the nondimensional wind and potential temperature profiles according to BUSINGER

t 1,)73) are given below

(1-15~)-1/4
1 + 4.7~,

~~o.

~>O.<P =\m l

74 (1 -9~)-1/2.74+4.7~,~~o
~>o

9H =

21n [(1 + ct>~1)/2] + In[(l + ct>~2)/2] -2 tan-l ct>~l + 1T/2 ~ ~ 0

with ¥It =

~>o-4.7 ~

~~o
and 1/12 =

~>o

nil' 

functional form of the exchange coefficient above the surface layer suggested by O'BRIEN (1970) is:

K !
z

ZjZi

Zi)/(Zi-h»))
+ 2 ( ( Kz Zj ~ Z* ~ hKz (z*) = -Kzl

h

Z* >ZjKz
Zj

(z* /h) Kz I
h

z* 

<h
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= 1 cm2 sec-lwhere Kz(z*) refers to K~(z*), K~(z*) and K~(z*), Kzl z'
1

and Kz I h is the exchange coefficient at the top of the surface layer, h, which

is defined as

h = zi/25.

The depth of the planetary boundary layer, Zi, is predicted by a prognostic equation based on

DEARDOFF's (1974) work. Its form is

3 3 2aZi -azi 1.8 (W* + 1.1 U* -3.3 u. fzJ-aZiI

.+u +v-=w="+at ax ay 1

w* = 1 '0

~~
~

g

with the value of W * given as

((- g/8) U* 8*Zi) 1/3 ()* :s;;;; 0

~~8*>0.

Over the land surface a roughness length of Zo = 4 cm is used, while over water Zo is defined according

to CLARKE (1970) as

Zo = 0.032 u~/g

with the condition that

Zo ~ 0.0015 Cffi.

Surface Energy Balance

4.

The land surface temperature is computed by a NEWTON-RAPHSON iteration solution to the heat

balance equation

-a Tt = 0

G

where

Rs is the incoming solar radiation,

RL is the incoming long wave radiation.

The third, fourth and fifth terms are the latent, sensible and soil heat fluxes, respectively. The sixth term
is the outgoing long wave radiation from the surface. We will describe here, as briefly as possible, the
various steps of the solution to equation (11). Let F(TG) be equal to the sum of the terms on the left side
of (11) (in practice usually F (T G) =1= 0). If I F (T G) I is not less than f (we have chosen f = 10- 5) we apply

the NEWTON-RAPHSON iteration process in the form

Tm+J
G F' (T G).= T'8 -F(T G)

.

e az*



Here F'(TG) is the derivative of F(TG) with respect to TG with the assumption that u*, q*, 1/11 and 1/12
are constants. O* is written in the following way,

'Poo R/cp\ ,-- ~ ..45'

'u*zo

v.74(ln Z/ZO -1/12)+ .0962O=k (O( l ) -T G I- .
* 0 , P\ G

TIle right term in the denominator is added to BUSINGER's (1973) surface layer equation since his formulas
require temperature and specify humidity at Zo rather than at the surface. The expression for (J (zo) and
q(Zo) as a function of u* and (J*, based on ZILITINKEVICH (1970) are

--.(J* u*zo \ .45

v

4S

() (zo) = (JG + .0962-
ko

q(zo) = qG + .0962 ~ I' U*Zo

ko
and v

so that for F' (T G) we have

7)"45])X
~ ) R/cp

PG

PsCsKs

AzG
3

-4aTGo.74(ln Z/ZO -1/12) + .0962

After the desired accuracy bf F (T G) has been reached we stop the iteration and check the absolute change
in O*. In the case where the absolute change in ()* is greater than 0.01 we recalculate the boundary layer
equation with the new values of T G and qG and repeat the above procedure.

The short and long-wave radiation parameterizations in the model were adapted from the work of
JACOBS, PANDOLFO and ATWATER (1974), and are described below.

Shortwave Radiation4a."

The diurnal variation of the solar flux on a horizontal surface at the top of the atmosphere is
computed from

S = So cosZ

with

cosZ = sin cj>sino + coscj>coso cas iii

where (jJ is the latitude, 15 is the solar declination and 1/1 is the solar hour angle. At the surface the solar
radiation is obtained by using two empirical functions. The first empirical transmission function includes
molecular scattering and absorption by permanent gases such as oxygen, ozone, and carbon dioxide. This
function, originally presented by KONDRAT'YEV (1969) and modified by ATWATER and BROWN (1974) to
account for the forward Rayleigh scattering is given by

..OOO94?~~~ )1/2.G=.485+.515

1.041 

-.16
cosZ

where p is pressure in mb.

The second empirical function is from MCDONALD (1960) and accounts for the absorptivity of water

vapor
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where r is the optical path length of water vapor above the layer z. It is given as

top

J'
z

p qdz.r(z) =

The net short wave radiative flux at the surface is

ISocosZ(l-A)(G-aw) cosZ>O

Rs =

cosZ ~ 00

Longwave Radiation4b.
Longwave radiation and atmospheric heating due to its flux divergence are calculated for each

time step. Considered as emitters of long wave radiation are carbon dioxide and water vapor. The path
length for water vapor (Llrj) is computed for each layer from the surface to the top of the model by

(Pj+ 1 -Pj)
illj = -.: qj.

g

The path length for CO2 (~Cj) is

~Cj = --.4148239 (Pj+ 1- Pj).

After these increments are obtained they are summed up from the first level to the ith level to give the

total path length, given as

ir. 
= ~Ar'1 ~ J'

j = 1

Cj = L ~Cj.
j = 1

The emissivity for water vapor was derived from data of KUHN (1963) and are given in JACOBS, et. al.

(1974).
for loglo r < -4
for loglo r < -3
for loglo r < -1.5
for loglo r < -1
for lOglO r < 0
for loglo r > 0

0.11288 log10 (1 + 12.63 r)
0.1041og1o r + 0.440
0.1211og1o r + 0.491
0.1461og1o r + 0.527
0.1611og1o r + 0.542
0.1361og1o r + 0.542

Er (ij) =

is the optical path length between the ith and jth levels.wherer = I ri -rj
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KONDRAT'YEV's (1969) emissivity function for carbon dioxide in the form

Eco2 (i,j) ~ .185 [1 -exp (- .3919 I Cj -Cj 10.4)]

is used,
and finally the emissivity at each level is given by

E(i, j) = Er (i, j) + Eco2 (i, j).

Using the above emissivity functions we have for the downward and upward fluxes at a level N

top -1

Rd (N) = L ~ (Tf+ 1 + Tf) [e(N,

j=N

+ l)-E(N,j)]

and

Ru(N) = L ~ (Tf+ 1 + Tf),[E(N,j) -E(N, j + 1)]
j":; 1

+ a T(; (1 -e(N, 0)).

Since the above procedure consumes a large amount of computation time we adopted SASAMORI's (1972)
technique which assumes that the whole atmosphere has a temperature of the level at which flux
divergence is calculated. In this way the radiative cooling is approximated by:

(aT~ -aTt) (e(N + 1,0) -e(N, 0» + (aTio'p

(~)N1

-aT~) (e(N + 1, top) -e(N, top»
-
-

PCp (z(N + 1) -z(N))

4<:. The Terrain Effects on Radiation

KaNDRA T'YEV (1969) gives the following expression for the solar radiation on a slant surface

Ssl = So cosi

where i is the angle of incidence of solar rays on the inclined surface, and:

cosi = cosacosZ -t sin a sinZcos (J3 -'I]).

Here a is the slope angle, Z is the zenith angle, .B and 17 are solar and slope azimuths

a = tan-l[(~)2 +

{3=sin-1
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For a slant surface the solar and infrated radiation will be modified to

cosi
cosZ

= Rs
81and

=RL cosa.
sl

5. Surface Layer Vertical Advection

Whenever the vertical velocity at the first layer is positive we evaluate the vertical derivatives of
temperature, humidity and velocities from surface layer similarity theory. The corrected advection terms
are given by:

au u*lxc1>m av u*lyc1>mw[ ~ = wT k * ' wT ;-;- = wT
k *uZ oZ uZ oZ

This technique will result in a better estimate of the vertical advection terms near the ground since the
standard finite difference assumes that a linear gradient exists there.

6. I nitial and Boundary Conditions

Numerical integration problems due to the initial accelerations have led us to use DEA YEN's
(1974) procedure of "diastrophism". That is, we allow the rough terrain to grow linerarly from an initial
flat surface up to its maximum height during the first two hours of integration. After the topography is
introduced an additional 4 hours of integration were required to achieve a steady state solution.

At the initial time we specify

U = 5 m sec- 1
g

Pg = 1013 mb

S = 10km,

, Vg = 0

Over the flat surface at the initial time, the shear stress, the Coriolis and pressure gradient forces are
assumed in balance. This is expressed by

and

The boundary conditions at z* = 0 are given by

-Fw)q(q(; = FwqGI SATURATED +

U=V=W*=O
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while U = U V =V w*=og. g.
1T = 1T(S) -g (s -S) I [8(s) + 1/2 'Ytop (s -s)]

q(s) = constant

z*=s=10km.on

Fw is a measure of surface wetness and 'Ytop is the potential temperature lapse rate at the top of the model.

At the lateral boundaries we have

u = ft, v = V on inflow boundaries

a aay (u, v) = ~ (u, v) = 0 on outflow boundaries

A horizontal grid interval of 5 km was used. In the vertical the atmosphere was divided into 12 levels with
heights of 0,50, 100, 1200, 1800, 2400, 3600, 4800, 6000, 7200, 8400, and 10000 m at wllich u, v, p,
and w* are computed, while 8 and q are at intermediate heights. The time step of the integration was
60 sec. In the soil we used 10 layers with constant grid spaclllg of 5 cm.

7. White Sands Missile Range Experiment

In order to test the numerical model we have run an experiment for the area of White Sands Missile
Range (WSMR),-in New Mexico. The smoothed terrain (shown on Figures 1-5, contours in meters) in the
vicinity of WSMR, includes tr..e Tularosa Basin in the center which is a nearly flat valley about 75 km wide
(elevation 1200 m). To the left are the San Andres mountains, which average about 1730 m above sea level,
while to the right lie the higher Sacramento mountains, which average about 2500 m. The terrain data,
obtained from ANTHES and WARNER (1974), were smoothed, according to a 5 point smoother:

zG(I, J) = .2(zG(I + 1, J) + zG(I -1, J) + zG(I, J -1) + zG(I, J + 1) + zG(I, J)),

The geostrophic wind was westerly at 5 m sec-1 and the temperature was specified according to the mean
June sounding at White Sands. (Other input parameters are given in Table 1). The model was run to a steady
state solution for 6 hours (including 2 hours for the growth of the terrain). After a steady state was achieved
we ran the model for an additional 12 hours (from 0700 till 1900 LST) with surface temperature as predicted
from the heat budget equation.

Table Input Parameters

If> = 330

[, = 220
0= 1.38 10-12 ly 0 K-4

v= 0.15 cm 2 scc- 1

So= 1.961y min-1
ko = 0.35

Fw = 0.05

Ks = 0.03 cm2 scc- 1

Ps = 1.5gcm- 3

Cs=O..31 calg-1 K-I
Zo = 4 cm

A= 0.2
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Figure 1

.The horizontal surface wind (z* = 3 meter) at 0700 LST
(The length of 1 grid interval corresponds to 6 m sec-l,
terrain contours are in meters)

Figure 2

.The horizontal wind at z* = 3.6 km at 0700 LST (The
length of 1 grid interval corresponds to 10m sec- I )
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.A\ I:igurl' I, except for 300 LST

Figure 4

.As I:igurc 2, cx\.'cpt for 1300 LST and z* =. 2.4 km
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Figure 5

.As Figure 1, except for 1900 LST

Horizontal Velocities7a.

Figures I and 2 show the horizontal wind field at 0700 for z* = 3 m (surface winds) and z* = 3.6 km,

respectively. The length of the arrows is proportional to the wind speed (I grid interval corre~ponds to 6m sec-
for surface wind and 10 m sec-l for higller levels). Considerable deflection of the westerly flow is noted along
the Sacramento and San Andres mountains as the flow tends to go around the mountain barriers rather than
above them. A southerly component of about 2 m sec- 1 has developed west of Sierra Blanca (in the upper

right part of the domain). Northerly and southerly components are also apparent over the much lower San
Andres mountains. Noticeable features are the strong downslope winds up to 7 m sec- 1 to the lee of the
Sacramento mountains and the weak I ~ 2 m sec- 1 valley and upslope winds. At z* = 3.6 km (Figure 2)

the flow is less perturbed with slow winds to the lee of both the mountain ranges in agreement with the
vertical wave length expected from linear theory. Our results for the steady state fields agree favorably
with ANTHES and WARNER (1974) results except for our stronger downslope winds to the lee of the

Sacramento mountains.
As soon as the sun rises and heating of the ground takes place, a temperature gradient is developed between
the mountain slopes and the free atmosphere at corresponding levels. This differential heating generates a
circulation similar to that of the sea breeze. The surface horizontal velocities at 1300 hours LST are shown
in Figure 3. One of the most interesting results is the development of four major convergence areas; three
of them immediately downwind from the three local terrain maxima in the San Andres mountains and the
fourth to the lee of the center summit in the Sacramento mountains. We will discuss this point in the next
section. Notice also the considerable strengthening of the wind, just upwind of both ridges with the stronger
winds occurring over the steeper Sacramento slopes. At a heigllt of 2.4 km (Figure 4) we find four
divergence zones exactly above the low level convergence zones discussed above. The 1900 winds (after 12
hollrs of integration) are shown in Figure 5.
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7b. Vertical Velocities

The vertical velocity fields at a height of 1.2 krn for 0700 and 1300 hours LST are shown in Figures
6 and 7. At 0700 (Figure 6) we notice strong downward motions to the lee of the San Andres and
Sacramento mountains, along with upward motion on the windward side. A notable feature is the
development of a belt of comparatively large upward velocities just downwind from the San Andres
mountains. Three local maxima of downward motion are observed above the lughest altitudes in the San
Andres mountains. Later during the day as heating takes place (Figure 7) we observe the development of
four cells of substantial upward velocities just downwind from the higllest terrain in the mountains. The
convergence in wind direction downwind of the peaks is due to the advection of a positive heat plume
produced by the heated mountains (see Figure 8). This creates a pressure minimum in that area and the
resultant wind direction change (Figure 3) causes the upward motion. A similar result has been predicted
(MAHRER and PIELKE, 1976) and is observed (DESOUZA, 1972) downwind of the island of Barbados.

Noticeable also is the strengthenning of the upward motion on the upwind side of the Sacramento
mountains, a consequence of the heating. At the same time the values of downward velocities to the lee
of the mountains are substantially decreased, corresponding to the decrease of downslope winds. Over the
Tularosa Basin the vertical velocities change from slightly upward in the morning (Figure 6) to downward
motion during the day time.

7c. Surface Temperature

The surface temperatures predicted by the model at 0800 LST, 1300 LST and 1900 LST are shown
in Figure 8. A comparison with the topography in Figure 1 emphasizes the close correspondence between
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Figure 7
.The smoothed vertical v{'locity field at z* =

1300 LST (contour interval is 20 cm sec: 1)

Figure 6

.The smoothed vertical velocity field at z* =

0700 LST (contour interval is 10 cm sec-l)

.2 km at
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temperature and elevation. This relationship, of course, is well known, as illustrated, for example, by the
analysis of PI ELKE and MEHR ING (1977) of mean temperatures in a portion of the Blue Ridge Mountains
in Virginia. The diurnal variation of surfaces temperature is of considerable interest, because the eastern
slopes are relatively warmer than the western slopes in the morning, while the converse is true in the
afternoon. The warmest maximum temperatures in the afternoon occur on the southwest slopes, with the
coolest in the northeast. TIlls is consistent with the flora distributions on mountains, which show that
the plants requiring warmer climatic conditions prefer southwest facing slopes, rather the northeast
slopes, at a given elevation (see WITTAKER and NIERING (1968».

8.

The Barbados Experiment

In order to test the performance of the numerical model against real data a verification analysis
has been made for the island of Barbados, West Indies. The major part of this experiment has been
reported in our recent paper (MAHRER and PIELKE, 1976). It was found that the model accurately
predicts the general wind and temperature structure over this island on synoptically undisturbed days. As
an example Figure 9 contrasts the model predicted winds against the observed winds (from DESOUSA, 1972)
at a height of 8m above the surface for three locations: at the east coast, at the center and at the west coast.
Noticeable is the marked daytime maximum at about 1400 LST over the center of the island and along the
west coast with almost no variation at the east coast in both the predicted and observed fields. This effect
is attributable to the development of an unstable surface layer over the island, as well as the acceleration
of the low-level winds into the pressure minimum downstream from the island.

Figure 9

.Hourly output of the horizontal wind speed at a
height of 8 m above the surface at three locations
along the widest east-west cross section of
Barbados; at the east coast, at the center and at
the west coast. (Notice that the scales are
different in the two Figures. The predicted
magnitudes are about 1 or 2 m/s stronger than
observed throughout the period).
a. predicted, b. observed (after DeSouza (1972».

9. Conclusions

The features of greatest interest in the present computations are the strong correlation between I
surface temperature, elevation and aspect; and the development of strong horizontal convergence zones t
downwind of local maxima in the terrain. Those zones are overlaid by areas of strong horizontal divergenc~ J
aloft. Such a pattern is observed downwind of a heated island (DESOUZA (1972)). Their occurence downWin,

!;

of major mountain barriers needs to be verified observationally. i
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